When Ziuk was eleven Ms father registered his name 31
and ancestry with the heraldry office and gave him a cer-
tificate acknowledging him as a member of the nobility.
His father talked with him of certain advantages this
would give him, and about the duties of a noble to his
partitioned country.
He had discovered the world of books and began
reading a great deal He pored over the secret Polish
books brought from Zulow. Eagerly, hungrily he read
about the past of Poland, about the Greeks and Romans,
impressed by tales of their heroes and their struggles for
liberty, about Napoleon to whom he lost his heart—like
many another Pole, for more than a century.
"Everything touching my hero filled me with emotion
and inflamed my imagination," he said years afterward.
He read everything he could get hold of about him and
his campaigns, particularly a volume called Victories
and Conquests.
All his dreams centered around a war with Russia
which he hated with his whole soul. He considered every
Russian a scoundrel and a thief, and not without justi-
fication, for the basest elements were being sent to Lithu-
ania at this time. Three Polish insurrections—why had
none of them succeeded, he wondered. No books answered
his question. And when he listened to people talking
of 1863, he was perplexed: he knew all their own family
had done and suffered, he knew of children taken to a
secret grave in the forest, told the story in whispers;
and now men called it a mistake. How could it be noble
and splendid, and at the same time a stupidity and folly?
He read with a peculiar curiosity about the French
Revolution. He was too young to understand its social
background, but was thrilled by the enthusiasm and the
fervor of the revolutionists, and particularly by the role
played by the masses. Why hadn't the Poles shown
a similar energy? He began to study their three in-
surrections.

